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TWISTET} SUMS OF NUCLEAR FRECHET SPACES

Tlh,IO KETONEI\,I AI{D KAISA NYBERG

1. Introduction

In proving that a nuclear Frdchet space .F with the property DN is a subspace of
s, Vogt [11] showed that there is a short exact sequenss Q*5*1*F*0, where Xis
a subspace of s. Using the property DN he showed nextthat this sequence splits. It
follows that F is a subspace of s. This kind of technique has proved to be useful in
characterization of subspaces and quotient spaces ofnuclear Frdchet spaces, cf. [l],
l2l, 1121, and [13]. We will take another point of view for investigating short exact
sequences. Let E and F be nuclear Frdchet spaces. The problem is to construct a
nontrivial twisted sum of the spaces E and F, i.e., to construct a space x such that it
has a subspace Y isomoprhic to ,E with x/r isomorphic to d and such that r is not
complemented in X. In [9] Kalton and Peck gave a general method of constructing
twisted surns of sequence spaces. This is our starting point. In Section 2 we show that
also in the case of nuclear Frdchet spaces there is a general method of constructing
twisted sums, provided that the quotient space has a basis. In Section 3 we construct
nontrivial examples of short exact sequences of the type Q*/r(i1;)*f,*År(fi)*O
and 0*21-(a)-X*r1r1B)*0. We conclude in Section 4 by giving afairly general
splitting condition when both the subspace and the quotient space have bases.

For undefined terminology we refer to [4] and [0]. The scalar field is assumed
to be the field of real numbers.

2. Construction of twisted sums

We recall that Å' is a twisted sum of topological vector spaces E and F if there is
a short exact sequence 0*E*x*F*0, i.e., if E is isomorphic to a subspace of x
so that the quotient space is isomorphic to F. In their work [9] Kalton and peck
constructed some very interesting examples of twisted sums of Banach spaces. They
did this by constructing a quasilinear map G: F*E, and then defining the space X
to be the space,EXFwith the quasinorm l@,Dl:JlG-y-xll+ll."ll. In the case of
Banach spaces there is the problem that a twisted sum need not be a Banach space,
it is not necessarily locally convex [7]. on the other hand, Kalton [7] has shown that
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a twisted sum of for example Hilbert spaces is locally convex. This, and the fact that
a nuclear Frdchet space is a projective limit of Hilbert spaces, will imply that local

convexity is not a problem in the case of nuclear Frdchet spaces.

Lemma 2.1. (see [3, Hilfsatz 5.81). Let E and F be topological uector spaces.

Assume we haue short exact sequences

and
Q,* EJ*(X,r)L.F*0

Q --* EL (X,rr)L F --* 0.

If r1cr2, then rr:rr.
Proof, For completeness we give the simple proof. Let U be zr-neighbourhood

of the origin. Choose a t1 -neighbourhood V of the origin in such a way that (V - V ) a
.i@)cUaj(E), and let WcV be a rr-neighbourhood of the origin such that
WcUaV+j(E). We have W cUaV+j(E)n(W -UaV)cU+i(E)n(V-V)c
U+U. tr

Theorem 2.2. A twisted sum of nuclear Fröchet spaces is a nuclear Fröchet

§pqce.

Proof. First of all, a twisted sum of complete metric linear spaces is a complete

metric linear space. That it has a countable fundamental system of neighbourhoods

of the origin is a consequence of the above lemma, whereas completeness can be veri-
fied directly. Secondly, Kalton [8] has shown that a twisted sum of the real line and

a nuclear Fr6chet space is locally convex, i.e., every short exact sequence O*R*
X- F*O, where F is a nuclear Frdchet space, splits. This implies that a twisted sum

of nuclear Frdchet spaces is locally convex 13, Satz 2.4.1.1. Finally, to proye the nuc-

learity, it is not hard to verify that for every continuous seminorm there is a conti-
nuous seminorm such that summability with respect to the first one implies absolute

summability with respect to the second one [3, Satz 2.3.51. I
The above theorem gives us free hands for constructing twisted sums of nuclear

Frdchet spaces; we always get a nuclear Fr6chet space. In the case ofBanach spaces

every twisted sum can beexpressed withthehelpof a quasilinearmap[9, Theorem2.4.].
However, in order to construct quasilinear maps one needs some simplifying assump-

tions, e.g. the existence of a suitable basis. On the other hand, if a nuclear Frdchet

space has a basis, it is absolute [6]. This gives us an additional simplification in that
we do not have to use quasilinear maps, but linear maps will suffice.

Let E and Fbe nuclear Frdchet spaces. Without loss of generality we may assume

that their topologies are defined by an increasing sequence of seminorms (ll .llr)
and (lll . lllr), respectively, such that the corresponding unit balls form a neighbourhood

basis of the origin. Let Fo be a dense subspace of F. Assume we have a sequence of
linear maps Ar: Fr-E which satisfy the following compatibility condition:
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There is a function o: tr[*N such that for everyp and q, p>q, wehave

llAry-Antlln = lllylll"«rr, lQFo.

Note that we do not require continuity of the linear maps lr. Note also that the func-
tion o can be chosen to be strictly increasing. Define EX6n)Fo to be the space.EXF6
equipped with the topology given by the seminorms

l@, il\,: llAry-xll,* illylll"r,r, p€N.

Here we could have used any sequence of seminorms

l@, Dl" : C nll A o^! - xll,^-t D 
"lllylll n^,

where C,>0, Dr>Q, and limr*- po:lim,** {ln:*i the topology does not change
as we see by using the compatibility assumption. The reason for our choice is that
in this way, increasing the values of the function o appropriately, we get an increas-
ing sequence of seminorms.

Lemma 2.3. The sequence Q-* EL- E'X1,a

and 7o(x, !):!, is exact.
n)Fog*Fo*0, vvhere .i@)-(x, 0)

Proof. Since l7(x)lo:l(x,0)lr:llxlln, 7 is an isomorphism onto its image. As
regards the quotient frap go, we have

lllq,@, y)lll, = lllqo@, y)lll«,r = l@, illo and j2t I(x,.r,)1,

: 
!2frll A o ! *xll, + I I l/ I I l"( pt : lllqo(x,.y) I I l"r,r . n

Let E*,6;Fobe the completion of the space EXle;Fo. Using the above lemma
and the next theorem we obtain that E*qt;Fo is a twisfed sum of the spaces,E and F.

Theorem 2.4. Assume E and F are Fröchet spaces and Fs is a dense subspace
of F. If thesequenc:e O+EJ*XC!-po*0 l.r exact, thenalso the sequence O*Ei*
* 3* F*O is exact. Here t is the completion of X and q is the continuous extension of qo.

Proof. That the map j: E** is one to one is evident. Similarly j(E)cker q.
Let z€ker q, andlet zn(X be a sequence converging to z.We have limn*- q(2,):
S@):0. Let dbe a translation invariant metric on Xcompatible with the topology
of X,andlet Vn:keXld(2,0)<llnj. Since 4o: X*Fo is anopenmappingwemay,
by passing to a subsequence if necessary, assume that qr(2,)(Qo(V,). Choose Zn€Vn
such that qo@,):qo(2,). We have zo-Zn:j(xn) for some x,€E and
limn*- (2,-Zn):z-Q-7. Since ,E is complete, it follows that z:j(x) for some
x€E. Therefore ker Scj(E).

To show that q: f*F is onto, let y€F:Fo. As before, there is a sequence
yn€Fo converging to y with (y-y,)-(y-y,+t)eqo(Vz"). Let zn€Vz^ be such that
qo(z):-!n*!,+t. Since )i=, Zi, /t€N, is a Cauchy sequence in .f, it converges.
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Let z:ZZtzi. We have q(z):lim,*- Zi=rq(zr):limn*- Zi=r(yr*r-yt):
lim,** (!o+r-yt):!-lt. Hence y:q(z)*!t:q@) for some Z(t.

Using the open mapping theorem we conclude thatT is an isomorphism onto its
image and 4 is an open mapping. n

Assume now that F has a basis. Let Fo be the linear span of the basis vectors.

Theorem 2.5. Let O*E*X-F*0 be a short exact sequence. There exists

a sequence oJ'linear maps An: Fo*E such thqt
(i) there is a strictly increasing function o: N*N such that for euery p>q

we haue

llAoy-Antll, = lllylll<rr, !(Fo, and

(ii) there is an isomoprhism T: X*E*1e;Fo such that the following diagtam
commutes: 

o+E--*)(*f *e
idr { r + id.+

O-E*E*.1a6Fo-P *9.

Proof. Let 0: F*X be a linear map such that q|:idp, where q is the quotient

map. Let j: E*X be the embedding. Define R: X*EXF by Rz:(j-1(z-0qz),
q(z)). We get the following commutative diagram:

O*E__!*X q ,F*O
idr{ tt+ idr{

g*gi*BxFJ*F *0.

Here J(x):(x, 0) and 4(x, y):y. lf UcEXF is defined to be open if and only if
R-t(U) is open, it follows that we can identify X with Ev.F'.

Let (l(,)lr) be an increasing sequence of seminorms on EX F, which defines its
topology. From the exactness of the sequence O*E*EXF*F*O it follows that
there is an increasing function g: N*N such that for every p€N we have

llxll ,= I(x,O)lerpr,

lllvlll, - l(x, v)lerp), and

(iii) for every basis vector f^QFo, m€N, there is a vector xr,^€E such that

l(xr,^,f*)lr=lll./.lll«rr. Define Ar: Fo*f by Ar();=ra^,f*):21=ta*xo(p),^.
(Here a-:g except for finitely many mQN.) Since the basis is absolute, we may
assume that for every p€N lll2i=ro-f*lllr:2;=rlo^llllf^lllr.Therefore we have

(i)

(ii)

(iv) l@rv, v)lerpr 5 tllylllqretpr), v€ Fo.
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Fix 4 and let p >q. From inequalities (i) and (iv), and from the triangle inequality
we get

ll A 
o 

y - A n tll, = l(A o 
y - A 

o !, O)tt o<tt = (l(A o t,.y) lerpr * l(A n 
y, illxr)

= 2illvllln(n(o» = lllvlll,«rr,

where o: N*N is a strictly increasing function.
We show next that the identity map id: ExFo*gyranlFe is continuous. This

is a direct consequence of inequalities (i), (ii), and (iv):

ll A o 
y - xll r* I I lyl I l«rr = l(a, y - x, 0)iqor * I I lyl I l<rr

= lllvllln«nr,r* l(x, v)lrr,r* l(x, !)le<"tp; = 3l(x, v)1,,

where r:max {e(e(s(p))), s("(p))}. since q: ExF-F is an open mapping,
E)(Fo isdensein EX.F.Toconcludetheproof,itissufficienttoshowthattheexten-
sion iä: EXF*E*te,lFo is an isomorphism. By the open mapping theorem we only
need to show that it is bijective. For this we should note that the diagram

0-,E-*E X F--*F*0
id,u t iä + id. {

O+E-E&errfi * F0

is commutative and that its rows are exact. The exactness of the second row follows
from Theorem 2.4. n

To construct nontrivial examples of short exact sequences 0*E*X-F*O
we need to know whether or not they split, i.e., we need to know if X can be
identified in a canonical way wtth the product space EX F. In terms of the linear
maps A, we have the following criterion.

Theorem 2.6. A short exact sequence O*E*E*1,r,;F6*F*0 sptits if and
only if there is a linear map A: Fo*E and afunction q: N*N sttch that

llty - Åotll o = I I lyl lloor
for all !(F6 and pllt{.

Proof. If the sequence splits, there is a continuous linear map T: F*E*.1a;F
such that qT:idp. Here, as before, q is the extension of the quotient map eo(x, y):1,,
(x,y)€EXFo. Fix y6Fo. We have q!y-(0,y)):0. Hence there is a unique
element in E, callit Ay, sachthat Ty-(0,y):(Ay,0). Since 7 is linear it follows
that we get a linear map A: Fo*E. The continuity of the map T implies that there
is a function q: N*N such that for every /€Fo we have

llAy - A otll e 
< 

ll A, y - At ll, + 1 I 1y1 1 1",0, : l(Ay, t)lo : lTylo = I i iyi I i,r,r.

For the converse, let 7 be the extension of the linear map y*(Ay, y). That it
is continuous is a consequence of our assumption. Since q(Ay,!t):!, y(Fo, we
have qTy:y, "veF. n
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2. Examples

In this section we shall apply the construction method just developed and give

examples of non-splitting exact sequences 0* Ar(a)*X* Ar.(f)*O and 0*r1-(a)*
X*tl{fr)*O. Our method allows us to weaken the stability conditions present in
the earlier constructions of Vogt [12].

Throughout this section a:(a,) and, P:(P*) are exponent sequencös, i.e.,
increasing sequences of positive numbers that go to infinity, and we shall assume that
a is weakly stable, that is, sup,6rc,*r/ilo1*.

Lemma 3.1. Let (ti) be an increasing sequence of positiue numbers wilh
lim;*-1,:- and denote

I(m,i): {n€NJf,/ti+t< dn= p-lt}

for m,i€N. Then there are arbitrarily large indices i,for which there qre arbitrarily
large m with nonempty l(m,fl.

Proof. Let us assume on the contrary that there is io€N such that for every

i>ro there is mi€N such that l(m,i):fi if m>mi. Naturally we can select the
sequence (m)to be increasing. So for eyery m>-mio:ffio there is 7->1, such that
I(m, i):g for every i wrth io=i=i*. This sequence (i^) can be chosen to be increas-

ing and go to infinity. It then follows that the set {nlfi^lt1^*r<an= P^f tio} is empty
for m>moi thus there are indices n. such that

an^1 B^lti^+r and §^ltio= an^+I.

Combining these inequalities we obtain

. un^+rldr^>_ ti^+rltio

for all flt>-nlo. Since lim.* *t j^+r:*, we have a contradiction with the weak
stability of a. u

In Section 2 the systems of seminorms in .E and F were chosen to be such that
their unit balls form a neighbourhood basis of the origin. In the case of power series

spaces it has become a custom to use the fundamental sequences of seminorms

tl6ll, - å,\*leo§", C - G")€A*(§), p€r[,

l("le-GtP)P", € - ((,,)€ At(il, p€If.

and

il(il,
oo

Y
.LJ

ll:L

Multiplying these norms by sufficiently large positive scalars we get systems of semi-

norms of the kind used in Section 2. Therefore the compatibility condition has to be

replaced by the following assertion:
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There is a function o: N*N and positive numbers C* p(N, such that

llArv-Antlln= Crlllvlll.<rt for all le Fo and p > q'

The splitting condition will take the form:
There is a linear map A: FotE, a function o: N*N and positive numbers

C*p€N, such that llAy-Antlle=-Crlllylll"<ry for all y€Fo and pQN.

Let (e,) and (f^) be the coordinate bases of zlr(a) and lr(§), respectively, and let

Fo be the linear span of the vectors .f-, m€N. Denote

I(m,i): {ncNl§-li*l < a,= B^li), i€N,

and define the maps Ao'. Fs* llr(a), p(N, by setting for every rn €N

Arf^: .§ "<'r*ro*1llll(m, 
i)l) 

,r?@,,)rn,

where ll(m,i )l stands for the number of elements of the finite set I(m,i).lf I(m, i)
is empty, we put (llll(m,i)l)Z,rr«-,,)€,:0.

Let p>q. Then

= råreeuq(i+r)+r/i2)F^ 
< pe-Gl'i,))F ^,

where
o (p\ : p'(p+ 1) > qiz (i * l)l(i' - qi - q),

for q<i=p. Thus the compatibility condition is satisfied and so the sequence of
maps (Ar) defines a twisted sum X:zlr(a)*,1eo1Fo, which is a nuclear Frdchet space,

if the spaces Ar(a) and A1(B) are nuclear. We shall show next that the short exact

sequence 0* Ar(a)*X* t!.(§)*O does not split. Assume the contrary; accordingly,

there is alinear map A: Fo*Ä1(a), A.f*:27=ra*,,en, a function o: N*N and

positive numbers C, pCN, such that

llAf*- Aof*llo = Coe-trto(P))P^,

for all m€N. Since

p

Z Z ..\a,,,,- e[ti')P^lll (m, )lle-<rrtv" = llA.f,,,- Aof,,l\ oi:L n€Ktn,i)'

for a given p, we then have

- Z ..lo -, ^ - eQ t i2) P n f I 
I (m, i)lle - <u i tt 0 ^ < C p e - G t q @)) p 

^
n€I(m,i)

for all m€N and i:1,2,...,p with I(m,i)*0. Consequently, for these indices m

and i we have

z lo.,,l = 
gQ I i2) F 

^ - Q,sO I ip - U o (p» p m - eG I i2) 0 n (l - c o eQ I i t -u o tn) - r I i') f *).
n € I(m,i)

'lAr1*- Aqf*ll, : 2 - slf.tizlp,,(tllIQn,,)l) -2.. iie,,ii,- i:q+L n€I(m,i)
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Choosing p -i r,ve obtain that for every i€N there is fri(lr{ such that

Z lo*,nl= + e(Ltiz)frn'
n €I(m,i) Z

when m>rhi and I(m, i)*9.
Let p(N be arbitrary. We then have, on the other hand, that

llAf^-Aof.llr=,:1*r,uå,,rla,,,le-G/tt""=,_l*re-otip)p^ 
nrTr_.rlo^,,1.

According to Lemma 3.1. there exist arbitrarily large indices i>p*l for which we
can be sure to find an index m,=rfi, such that l(mi, i)#0. For these i we then obtain
from the above inequalities

f o-(7/o(P)1P'n 
l 1

vpo " "'i ä llAf^,-Aof^,lloZ ietr/i'-ttip)Fnt: 
!-s-(i-o)/(iep)§^r.

Since lim;-- (i-p)li'p:0, we have a contradiction.
Although the short exact sequence O* Ar(a)* Xt lL(P)*0 constructed above

does not split, the twisted sum X:ztr(u)*1eo1Fo is, at least in the stable case, iso-
morphic to the product space År(a)X AL$) tl2l. On the other hand, nothing is known
about the nontrivial twisted sum of the spaces A-(a) and fi(§) that will be construct-
ed next. The construction is very similar to the previous one.

In this case we define for m, i€N

I(m,i): {n€Nlfi*l(i+l)z < u.n4 fi^lir}.

Let Fo be the linear span of the coordinate basis vectorsf* of tlr(p), and let (e,)
be the coordinate basis of A*(a)- For every pQN we define a map Ao: Fo* A*(a),

Arf* : ) r*rr,r*rro^(tlll(m, i)l) Z eo, m€N.
i:1 n€I(m,i)

For'p>q we now have

llAnf*-A,f*lln: ) e-{tti+tt/,$lll(m, i)l) Z eecn
i:q*L n(ICm,i)

i:qi-1
where 

o(p) : pr(p*1) = ir(i+ t)lrr*iq-q),

for q-i<p. Thus the sequence of maps (lr) defines a twisted sum .Y of A-{a)
and A1(B), X:A*@)*eto\Fn. To prove that this twisted sum is not trivial, assume

that there is a linear map A: Fo* Ä*(a), a function o: N-Nand positive numbers
Co, peN, such that the following is true for every rn(N

llAf*- Aof-ll, = cre-<'ta(Pt)fi"'.
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Let

then

A.f,,,: å o*,ne ni
n:L

Z ._lo *,,,- €- (Ll O +t))tt *l I (m, i\lleto t <i +L)2)§ ^ = C oe- 
{u o(p))fi ,*

nQl(m,i)'

for all pQN and for all m and
we obtain

nt I{m,i)

- e-(1i(, +L))§^(1 
- Ci*1€- $lo(i+1))F-).

Thus for every i there is an index rhi such that

Z l,o*,nl,= + e-0lti+7)){}"
n(J(rr,i) L

i -1, . .., p with nonempty I (m, f). Choosing p -i + I

g- (tl $ +1))§,n _ c i*r€(-Ll o{i+ 1) - 1l G + t))§ *

when tn= r?ti and I (m, i) *W.
Let p€N be arbitrary. Then

oo oo

llAf*-Apf*ilo= Z Z .lo*,nlep'n* Z s{vt(i+t)z)$*' i: p *t n €.lQn,i1 i: p +L

According to Lemma 3.1 we can choose arbitrarily large indices

that I(m,, i)#fr. Combining the derived inequalities we then

Cre-G/o(il)am, > llAf^ -Arf^,llr= !e-G/<i+»z)F, ,

where we have a contradiction.

The twisted sum of A-(") and Ar(l)) constructed above remains unexplored.
The general question is what kinds of nuclear Frdchet spaces one -sets by forming
twisted sums of nuclear Fröchet spaces with bases. As one would guess. not every
nuclear Frdchet space can be expressed in this way. Let X:E*1n;F-o be a twisted
sum of nuclear Frdchet spaces E'and Fand suppose that X admits a continuous norm.
It is easily seen that the canonical map between the completions of the spaces

(X, lG)lr*r) and (X, l(,)lr) is one to one, if the corresponding maps of .E and F are

one to one. It follows that a twisted sum of nuclear spaces with bases is countably
normed. However, Dubinsky [5] has constructed a nuclear Frdchet space with con-
tinuous norm which is not countably normed.

Z 'ro nr,nl,'
n Q I(m,i)

i and mi> fri such

obtain for these i
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4. Splitting an exact sequence

In his theory on characterizations of subspaces and quotients of certain nuclear
Frdchet spaces Vogt has introduced the properties DN and Q and has shown that if
E has Q and F has DN, then every short exact sequence 0+E+Xt F*0 splits [ll],
[13]. Generalizations of these ideas have been presented in [1], [2] and in the talk
given by vogt in the colloquium on Nuclear spaces in Ankara, June 1981. For exam-
ple, a condition on E and F has been given (see (v) below), which quarantees the
splitting of sequences O*E*x*F*0. In what follows, we shall require that both
spaces have bases. Then we can give a weaker splitting condition which is also almost
a necessary condition for a short exact sequence to split.

Theorem 4.1. Assume E and F are nuclear Frächet spaces with bases. Then
euery short exact sequence O-E*X*F*O splils if for euery function o: N-N
there is afunction g: N*N such that for euery p>q we haae

p-t
Z llx'll,lllylll"«,r = llx'llnlllylllnr,r* llx'll,lllylllnor,

where x'€E' and y€F. Here llx'll,:sup {l(*, *)llilxll,= t;.

Proof. Let (e,) be a basis of -E and let (ei) be the corresponding sequence of
biorthogonal functionals. For the space Fwe have similarly a basis (f^\ andbiortho-
gonal functionals (fj). By nuclearity we may assume that the corresponding semi-
norms satisfy the equations

llå an€nll,: m,,ax lo,,lile,ilo

and

; b*r ri.f,*r ir,.
m:L

In particular, the series ZTranen converges if sup,la,lllle,lllr=- for everyp.
By Theorem 2.5 there are linear maps A, from the linear span Fo of the basis

vectors (f^)to.E such that X can be identified with äi1e,lFo. Also there is a function
o: N-N such that for every p we have

llAr+Ly- Aptll, = iilylll,rrr , !€Fo.

Let g: N*N be the function given by our assumption. According to Theorem2.6
it is sufficient to construct a linear map A: Fo*E such that for everyp we have

lllåb*r*lll,:

llAy- Aetllo = lllylllqipr, !€ro.
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We do this coordinatewise. Fix n and m and let for the moment p=q.By our assump-

tion we have
p-L

l<Arf^, "i) - (Arf^, 
"i)l = å l(A,*tf-, ei) - (A,f^, ei)l

p-L

= Z lleilÅllf_lll"<,t = ll eill,lllf*llln(n) + ll e;ll, 
I I I "f^lll «ot.

Therefore

{A o f_, ei) - ll "ill Åll f*l I I o rpr = (A, f _, ei) + ll e i,ll Äll f"lll, a .

Since this is true for every p and q, there is a real number x(n, m) for which we have

x(n, m) = inf t(AqJ^. ei,)+lleillÅllf*lll«n)

and
x(n, m) = s.up {(Arf*, e'")-lleilloillÅlll«rr}.

Hence for every p we have

lx(n, m)-(Arf^, e'*)l = lle'"llrlllf*lll«».

It follows that the series firx(n,nt)e, converges, and that we have for everyp

I l,å ,,,,, m)e, - .t, f-ll, : 
I l,å (x @, nt) - (A, r^, ";)),,,1.,

: max lx(n, m)-(anf*, ri)ill"Å|, = lllålllnor.

Therefore, if we define A: Fo*g to be the linear extension of the correspondence

f^*27=r.x(rx, rn)en, we get a linear map which has the required property. I
Assume now that every short exact sequence 0*E-X*F-0 splits. Let

o: N*N be a function and let N,,, mQN, be any-sequence of finite subsets of N.
Define linear maps Ar: Fo*fl inductively by A1:Q a116

A p + t.f,n : A o,/;,,+ lllf*l i i"rr,, å *lle'.ll 
p€tt .

It follows from Theorem 2.4 that we have a short exact sequence 0*Å'*EX{eo1Fo*
F*0. Since by our assumption it splits, there is, by Theorem 2.6, a linear map

A: Fr-g and a function g: N*N for which we have

llAy _ Apyll o = I i iyl I iqrp)

for eyery p " lJsing maximum seminorms in ,E we get

l(Af,", e;>-{Arf,", e;>i = ll e;liulllf,"l iinrri
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for every p. Therefore for p=-q and n€N^ we have

p-L I p-t ... IZ lllf^lll,olleill,: I Z ((A,*rf-, e',)- (A,f-, e',))l

= l(A,.f-, e;>*lrAf-, e'")l+l(af^, e'">-<.A,J;,, ei)l =lleill,lllf*llln6+ileilirlill-lllnrrr,
i.e., the converse of our theorem holds with the restriction n(N^.

One of the splitting conditions in use is the following (cf. [, III. 2] and l2l):
SpoVqoSqVpVrls
(Y) iix'li rlllvll l, - ilx'ii*i i lyii lr,* llx'll,i i lyl i 1,,

where r'€E' and yCI'. We are going to show that this condition implies the one
rve have in Theorem 4.1. We need the following lemma used in the context of splitting
theorems U, lll. 21.

Lemnra 4.2. A.ssume E and F satisfl: the aboue mentionecJ conclition (Y), and let
o: N*N be a.functiorr. Then there is anatural number p, a secluence (rr) of natural
ntunbers, anel afunction q: N*rY such that for euery i g(r,)>max {o(r,), pol and

jlx'll,,iilvillnr, , = 2-'tllx'11",-.liiyillr+ llx'11,,*,lil./llinr,,*,r,

y,here x'(E' and y{F.

Proo.f. We give only the induction step of the proof. Let pnbe the natural number
given by (V). Assume we have chosen r, and defined e(t) such thar our claim holds
far -i=; and that VpVrIs

llr'll 
",.,1 

I lyl I l, = llx'11,, I I iyl i i,. + Ilx'li,l I lyl I i".

Using (V), choose r,*, such that Yp'Vr'as'

llr'11., -, i I lv I I lr, = ll x'11,,., 
I I I ylllr,* 

I ix' I 1,, I I l"r,i i 1". .

Clroosep such thet 2rt+alllylllnt,,.rl=iil.llllr, and let r:ri;,. For son.ie r we have

ll*'li,,.,illyllln("i*r)€2-'t*rilx'11,.*,lllylllr-2-'t*llx'll,,lll_tliir.-ll-r'll,,,,lll.t,lii".
Let g(r,*r) be the maximum of this s and the number max{o(r,,2),p6}. !

Corollary 4.3 Let E and F be nuclear Fröchet spqces with bases. Assume that
E and F satisfy the condition {Y). Then eL-ery) short exctct se(luetlce 0-E-.X*F*0
splits.

Proof. Let o: N*N be a function. According to l-emma 4.2 there is a function
q: N*N such that, passing to a subsequence of seminorms, we have for every r

Il:c'll,lllylll"r,r = llx'll"lllyllioo.)<- z-rllx'll,-'lliylllr.+llx'll"*rlll:rllnr.*rl.
Let p>-r>q. We have

il x'll, I I Ivl I I"r,r = 2-'llx'il rl I ly I i lr, * ll x'lir +r i i lyl I ls(r + r)
-= 2-'iix'lln i i l"r'i i ir, -r 2- (r + 1)llx'll 

rillvl I ir, * iix'il" * * i I ly i I ier". z)

- .. ..; 2-r+'ilx'ilol i ll,i I lr,* I ix'l lri I lyl I Inrrr.
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Hence
p-l
Z llx'll"lllylll"r,r = Ilx'llrlllylll,r,l*2-q+tllxtllulllylll,.+pilx'll,lliyllinr,r

= 2ll x' ll rlllt'll In,uy + r ll x'll, I I ly I I ln«or .

If the values of the function g are increased appropriately, it follows that the assump-

tion of Theorem 4. I is satisfied for a subsequence of seminorms. Since this subsequence

generates the original topology of E, the proof is complete. f
In his proof of the above result Vogt used a Mittag-Leffier type procedure to

construct a continuous linear converse of the quotient map. Our construction in
Theorem 4.1 is, instead, based on an ar-qument analogous to one used in the proof of
F{ahn-Banach theorem.
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